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	Clear
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          Suntuf Commercial - Skylighting

          Enjoying the Quality of Polycarbonate
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		Product Features

        
          
            
              
                 
                    [image: Fire Resistance]

                    
                       SunTuf holds a BRANZ Group 1S Fire Resistance. Under rigorous testing, SunTuf has a superior resistance of 20-minutes and 1 second before combustion caused by fire.
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                       Energy saving - With SunTuf’s lifetime warranty we guarantee you’ll save on costly power bills.
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                       SunTuf diffused skylighting provides 
a 180-degree spread of light that is far brighter than other products. SunTuf offers a 25-year warranty on maintaining light strength.
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                       Glare is eliminated with SunTuf polycarbonate skylighting due to its’ diffusion and 
180-degree disbursement of light.

                    

                 

              

              
              
                 
                    [image: 180-degree light dispersion]

                    
                       Because of SunTuf’s 180-degree light dispersion, shadowing is eliminated, making it ideal for farms, sheds, warehouses and workshops that don’t have a power source.
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                       Sheet lengths up to 9m available
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                       SunTuf is B2-rated under the NZ Durability Building Code of Compliance. Manufactured to withstand extremely tough elements and high levels of UV.
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                       We offer a 25-year warranty on consistent lighting transmission. SunTuf doesn’t discolour or become milky over time. Maximising light transmission in your structure.

                    

                 

              

              
              
                 
                    [image: SunTuf’s impact strength]

                    
                       SunTuf’s impact strength and durability allows  us to offer a 20-year anti hail or breakage warranty. SunTuf will not break due to loss of impact-strength as a direct and exclusive result of weathering.

                    

                 

              

              
              
                 
                    [image: Available in Corrugated and TrimSpan 5 Rib Profiles]

                    
                       Available in Corrugated and TrimSpan 5 Rib Profiles. Other profiles can be supplied when minimum order quantities are met. 

                    

                 

              

              
          
          
        

    






  
	  Product Information


    SunTuf Polycarbonate skylight panels’ 100% Lifetime Warranty will assure you that this superior, quality product is made to last without deteriorating or requiring maintenance.
Far superior to fibreglass skylighting, SunTuf has been developed and rigorously tested to meet intense hot and cold environments while maintaining strength, clarity and durability for your long-term solution to translucent roofing that saves you money.
Easy to install and with light and durability warranties, you will not regret opting for SunTuf as your solution to adding quality natural lighting to your building or structure.
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